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As the season winds down for some, the season also ramps up for others as the 

semi finals take place next weekend.  Pendle Hill FC will be represented in many 

age groups with 24 of our competitive teams (U12 upwards) still in contention for 

the Top4 positions coming into the last round of the season.  Binalong Park will 

be also hosting semi finals next Saturday so we will need some helpers to come 

down and assist in the canteen, set up fields and be ground officials.  So come 

down to watch some great football and also help the club out.   

 

PRESENTATION DATES 

 

Due to a our ground being double booked our Junior Presentation has now had to 

be changed and will now take place at Binalong Park on Sunday 25th October 

with a start time of 2pm. 

 

Senior Presentation will be held at the Toongabbie Bowling Club on                 

September 25th at 7pm.  Please make sure you book a table with Madel to make 

sure your team doesn't miss out. 

 

BACK TO THE CLUB NIGHT 

 

With this Saturday being our last weekend of regular season football, we have 

our annual Back to the Club night for all of our teams to reminisce about the sea-

son that was (or wasn't) and for those moving on to discuss our semi final pro-

spects.  Any time after Bino packs up at 5:30pm, see you there. 

 

 

TRIVIA NIGHTS 

 

Big thanks to Madel for organizing two great trivia nights and a 

big thanks to all those who attended.  It was great to support our 

major sponsor Toongabbie Sports Club and a great couple of 

nights for all involved. 
 

Tiger Tales 
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Pendle Hill Junior Football Club 
 

Committee 2015 
 

 

President Adam Ryder 0419251143 aryder@cooksplumbing.com  

Vice President Vanessa Carrett 0430514880 glesson21@optusnet.com.au 

Treasurer Tony Checchia 0419980866 ChecchTo@cba.com.au 

Assistant Treasurer Steve Bertram 0439303057 stevebertram@optusnet.com.au 

Secretary Robert Grieve 0429319329 robertmgrieve@hotmail.com 

Assistant Secretary Shaun O'Brien 0417193429 shaunobrien1@optusnet.com.au 

Head Coach Vince Scarcella 0401897226 vince_scarcella@msn.com 

Registrar Lucas Brown 0402125465 lucas.brown1@det.nsw.edu.au 

Assistant Registrar Vacant     

Comp Secretary Brian Kelly 0419293718 candbkelly@bigpond.com 

Asst Comp Sec Marco Checcia 0434063606  marcoch@optusnet.com.au 

Equipment Manager Joe Mandato 0411757277 joemandato@optusnet.com.au 

Publicity Officer Vince Scarcella 0401897226 vince_scarcella@msn.com 

Canteen Manager Julie Pollard 0411346108 jbayssari@hotmail.com 

Asst Canteen Jim Juillerat 0405290113 james.juillerat@bigpond.com 

Grounds Manager Vacant     

Social Secretary Madel Morgan 0411164408 madelmorgan@hotmail.com 

Asst Social Sec Nick Boland 0448985114 nicboland@live.com.au 

GDSFA Delegate Daryl Conroy 0414717743 jafkaz@optusnet.com.au 

GSDFA Delegate Aaron Johnson 0459997927 aaronjohnsonn@hotmail.com 

GSDFA Delegate Liam Gleeson 0424802796 glessy_11@hotmail.com 

Ladies Delegate Rose Capasso 0408887877 r.capasso@nib.com.au 

Webmaster Richard Baker 0417434809 webmaster@pendlehillfc.com 

MPIO Officer Simon Cooper 0425280306 scoop@turfcarensw.com.au 

Sponsorship Chris Anderson 0412011410   

Sponsorship John Simmons 0414829518 johnandkellisimmons@bigpond.com 
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Pendle Hill FC Major Sponsors 
 

NORTH  PARRAMATTA 
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Pendle Hill FC Sponsors 
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Round 16 Results 

 

Junior  Mixed Comps 

 

12/2 Blk vs Baulkham  1-4 L 

12/2 Wht vs Kelly 3-0 W 

12/4 vs  Ermington 1-7 L 

13/3 vs  Kellyville 3-3 D 

13/4 vs Ermington  1-0 W 

14/1 vs  Granville 1-0 W 

14/3 vs  Kellyville 1-2 L 

14/5 Blk vs Rouse H 1-0 W 

14/5 Wh vs Kelly 3-0 W 

15/1 vs CHU Blk 0-0 D 

15/2 vs Greystanes 1-1 D 

15/4 vs  Wenty Utd 1-1 D 

16/2 vs Wenty W 2-2 D 

16/3 vs  Rydalmere 3-2 W 

17/1 vs  Baulkham H 3-0 W 

17/2 Blk vs Regents  2-1 W 

17/2 Wh vs Merryl 0-4 L 

  

 

Senior Men's Comps 

 

Super League 

Firsts vs Granville K 3-0 W 

Res vs  Granville K 0-6 L 

  

Sen 6Blk vs  G’ford  1-4 L 

Sen 6Wht vs Winston  1-1 D 

Sen 7 vs Lidcombe WOF 

Sen 8 vs Guildford 2-4 L 

Sen 9Blk vs Pendo 9-1 W 

Sen 9Wh vs Pendo 1-9 L 

Sen 10 vs Holroyd 6-1 W 

Sen 11 vs Baulkham H 1-0 W 

Sen 13 vs Nth Rocks  1-1 D 

Sen 14 vs Lidcombe 1-5 L 

35/2 vs Winston H 5-0 W 

35/4 vs  Nth Rocks 1-0 W 

35/5 vs Winston H 0-5 L 

45/1 vs Kellyville 3-3 D 

 

Round 14 Results 

(catch up) 

 

Junior  Mixed Comps 

 

12/2 Blk vs CH RSL 1-5 L 

12/2 Wht vs Winsto 1-0 W 

12/4 vs  Gran W 2-4 L 

13/3 vs  CHU 0– 0D  

13/4 vs Wenty Utd 1-1 D 

14/1 vs  Newington  3-0 W 

14/3 vs  Newington 5-1 W 

14/5 Wh vs Auburn  0-8 L 

15/1 vs Auburn Dist 2-0 W 

15/2 vs Gran W 0-3 L 

15/4 vs  CHU Blk 1-0 W 

16/2 vs CHU 9-0 W 

17/1 vs  CHU Blk 3-1 W 

17/2 Blk vs Kelly 0-2 L 

17/2 Wh vs St Micks 0-2 L 

  

 

Senior Men's Comps 

 

Sen 6Blk vs  Winston  5-0 W 

Sen 6Wht vs Wenty 1-1 D 

Sen 8 vs CH RSL WOF 

Sen 9Wh vs St Micks 0-4 L 

Sen 10 vs Norwest 5-0 W 

Sen 11 vs Winston H 1-1 D 

Sen 13 vs  Norwest 2-5 L 

Sen 14 vs Baulkham 0-4 L 

35/2 vs Baulkham H 1-2 L 

35/4 vs  St Michaels WOF 

35/5 vs St Michaels 0-1 L 

45/1 vs CHU 3-2 W 

 

Girls and Ladies Comps 

Rnd 13 

 

Ladies Premier League 

vs  Kellyville 9-0 W 

 

12/1G vs  Rouse H 0-5 L 

14/1G vs  Kellyville 1-3 L 

14/2G vs  Wenty W 1-2 L 

16/2G vs  Auburn D 5-1 W 

19/1G vs  Kellyville 1-11 L 

AAL2 vs  Holroyd R 5-1 W 

AAL4 vs  Holroyd R 0-0 D 

35/1L vs  Toongabbie  0-0 D 

 

Round 17 Results 

 

Junior  Mixed Comps 

 

12/2 Blk vs Kellyville 0-1 L 

12/2 Wht vs CHU 0-0 D 

12/4 vs  Dundas 0-6 L 

13/3 vs  Nth Rocks 1-3 L 

13/4 vs Winston  0-2 L 

14/1 vs  St Michaels 1-1 D 

14/3 vs  Greystanes WOF 

14/5 Blk vs Baulko 1-0 W 

15/1 vs Auburn FC 3-2 W 

15/2 vs Regents Pk 3-3 D 

15/4 vs  Baulkham H 4-0 W 

16/2 vs Kellyville 1-2 L 

17/1 vs  CHU Wht 5-0 W 

17/2 Wh vs Kelly 0-2 L 

  

 

Senior Men's Comps 

 

Super League 

Firsts vs Norwest 2-0 W 

Res vs  Norwest 2-5 L 

  

Sen 6Blk vs  CHU 1-0 W 

Sen 6Wht vs Wenty 0-1 L 

Sen 7 vs Gran K 0-1 L 

Sen 8 vs Baulkham H 0-8 L 

Sen 9Blk vs CH RSL 1-0 W 

Sen 9Wh vs Baulko 2-1 W 

Sen 10 vs Winston  0-2 L 

Sen 11 vs Holroyd 1-2 L 

Sen 14 vs Nth Rocks 3-5 L 

35/2 vs CH RSL 0– 0D 

35/4 vs  Gran W 1-1 D 

35/5 vs Guildford 0-3 L 

45/1 vs Nth Rocks B 2-3 L 

 

Girls and Ladies Comps 

Rnd 11  

 

Ladies Premier League 

vs Castle Hill Utd 2-2 D 

 

12/1G vs  CHU 0-0 D 

14/1G vs  CHU 1-2 L 

16/2G vs  Greystanes 9-0 W 

19/1G vs  CH RSL 5-0 W 

AAL2 vs  CH RSL 4-1 W 

AAL4 vs  Wenty W 2-1 W 

35/1L vs  Newington  1-0 W 

 

Catch Up Game Results 

 

Junior  Mixed Comps 

 

Rnd 3 

 

35/1L vs Toongabbie 4-1 W 

 

Rnd 7 

 

12/4  vs  Ermington 1-2 L 

35/2  vs  Winston H 1-0 W 

 

Rnd 10 

 

Ladies Premier League 

vs  Dundas 5-1 W 

 

Rnd 13 

 

Sen 6  vs  Wenty  1-2 L 

12/1G vs Merrylands 0-3 L 

14/2G vs CHU 3-1 W 

 

Ladies Premier League 

vs Rydalmere 10-1 W 

 

Rnd 15 

 

13/3  vs  Baulkham H 1-3 L 

Sen 13 vs Winston H 1-0 W 

45/1 vs  Winston H 2-0 W 
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RAFFLE TICKETS ARE DUE BACK NOW…... 
 

 

 
By now each team would have received raffle tickets to sell for our Clubs fundraiser to ensure we can 

raise some funds to assist with the running of our 50th Anniversary season next year 2016.    Tickets 

sells for $3.00.  Players are asked to sell the tickets and return to your coach or manager. 

 

RAFFLE TICKETS ARE DUE BACK NOW…... 
 
The major draw prize is for seven (7) night’s accommodation at the five star Sheraton Fiji Resort 

for 2 adults and 2 children (0-12 years) in an Ocean Breeze Room including a $2,000 Virgin Australia 

voucher.  Also included is breakfast daily at the Feast Restaurant and Kids Stay & Play Free and re-

ceive kid’s super dining discount for lunch & dinner.  Winners will also enjoy full access to the facilities 

of all three adjacent Sheraton and Westin Resorts.    

 

In addition to the major draw prize, we also have on offer the following incentive prizes:   

 
Major Prize Value = $5,724.00; Second Prize = Soniq Smart 55” TV Valued at $800.00; Third 

Prize = Xbox One Bundle Valued at $600.00; Fourth Prize = GoPro Valued at $300.00; Fifth 

Prize = FitBit Valued at $200.00; Sixth Prize = $150 Rebel Voucher; Seventh Prize = iPod Shuffle 

2GB Valued at $60.00. 

 
BONUS PRIZE: The Team that sells the most tickets (as an average of players) will receive $250.00 

Cash to spend on whatever they like. 

 

We thank you in advance for supporting our major fundraiser for the year.        Thank you. 

 

RAFFLE WILL BE DRAWN ON JUNIOR PRESENTATION DAY 
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Match Reports 
 

6 Spirit 

In their first game after the school holidays, Spirit 
played the Wanderers on a warm winter’s day. Like 
the weather, the game soon heated up with both 
teams battling for control of the ball. Spirit had the 
advantage of 5 players versus the Wanderers 4, so 
the boys of Spirit showed great teamsmanship in tak-
ing turns on the field while one player had a rest. 
Back on the field the boys were buzzing with excite-
ment and appeared like a swarm of bees doing Irish 
dancing whenever the ball came near them. Never-
theless, Jake, Jared, Liam M, Liam W and Ryan played 
well together and ultimately achieved a triumphant 
victory over the Wanderers. By the way, Ryan has an 
awesome victory dance and it really makes my day to 
see how much enjoyment the boys of Spirit get from 
playing.  

6 Spirit 

Spirit enjoyed 2 great games of football this weekend. 
On Saturday, Spirit played Power in a game where the 
boys clearly demonstrated their blossoming skills; 
dominating the field with an impressive 6 goals to nil. 
The consummate player Jake scored 4 goals; closely 
followed by Jared’s 2. Both Liam M and Ryan worked 
well together and turned the game around numerous 
times, skilfully taking the ball from Power.   
 
 

On Sunday, Spirit played a make-up game with the 
dynamic duo of Jared and Liam M representing the 
team. With many teams short of players on Sunday, 
Jared and Liam M were joined by Liam and Lachlan of 
Glory and Nate of the Wanderers.  Coach Jason of the 
Wanderers taught the boys some great ball control 
skills and it really was a great experience to have him 
share his knowledge with the boys. Keen to put their 
new skills into practice, the boys played Pride in a 
very exciting and closely contended game. It was 
great to see how well the boys worked together as a 
single team that was made up of players from 3 
different teams. Awesome work boys! 

 
6 Spirit 

Spirit was joined today by Aaron and Billy from Victo-
ry in a game of 5 on 5 with Pride. Spirit’s fantastic 
four: Jake, Jared, Liam M and Ryan played a closely 
contested game and displayed some awesome defen-
sive skills. There were many close calls as Pride 
attacked our goal but the boys worked well together 
and saved a number of potential goals. Spirit’s deter-
mination and teamsmanship shone through and the 
boys were able to get back on the offensive and put 
the pressure back on Pride. The boys maintained a 
high tempo throughout the game and should be very 
proud of their achievements.  
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Match Reports 
Round 16 

 

11/7  vs  Toongabbie 

"Show us the Ice Cream!" 
 
This was a tight match where the GIRLS played a piv-
otal role in both teams.  
 
In the first half, our players were cautious on the field 
(especially around the girls) and it quickly cost us a 
goal. From that moment on our defence became 
more solid as Kevin (The Rock) stood his ground 
(oops! very firmly) and Rhys repeatedly brought the 
ball forward. These passes went on to Aaron, Rowan, 
Bianca, and Tyler who were eagerly cheered on by 
their parents from the sidelines (pictured below)! 

It was in the second half that we really started to 
shine. Lojana (too unwell to play) arrived to help sup-
port the team. Aksharan really made his presence felt 
with some great passes and shots on goal. 
Abinesh (today's captain) and JJ dominated the mid 
field and helped set up our first goal, which Rowan 
landed perfectly. Nicely done! 
 
Our passing was spot on and much to everyone's de-
light, Bianca scored her first ever goal!  
 
At 2-1 we were happily in the lead but were now 
forced to defend like crazy. Thankfully, Calvin made 
some crucial solid blocks, Rhys cut off a dangerous 
attack and Tyler calmly saved a few shots on goal. 
 
That is why we preserved our lead and came off the 
field beaming with pride. The only thing missing was 
the ice cream.  
 

 
 
The coach once promised ice cream, in the event 
that one of our girls scored a goal (please refer to 
Match Report 9). 
 
Thanks coach for your awesome encouragement. The 
players all listened, so now you need to dig deep and 
"Show us the Ice Cream!"  
 

 
11/7  vs  Winston Hills 

A match full of FIRSTS! 
 
When the coach cried out "Who wants to be the goal-
ie today?" He was met with ........ silence ......... and 
then one brave little soul answered, "I'll give it a go!" 
It was Aaron and it was his FIRST go as a goalkeeper. 
He did a great job and made us proud. 
 
Just seconds after kick off, Abinesh scored our FIRST 

goal, making it also the fastest goal scored in a match 
this season! WH soon equalized but at this point our 
team was in control.  
JJ did a superb job in the centre, both as a defender 
and on the attack. Rowan and Joel helped with some 
clever passes. Bianca and Lojana moved around the 
field well, but it was hard not to be intimidated by the 
other team's goal scoring toe-bashers. 
 
Brave Rhys was the lone volunteer for goalie in the 
second half. He's also our FIRST player ever to play 
with a broken toe. Feeling protective and risking con-
cussions, Calvin and Kevin were there to help out. 
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Match Reports 
11/7 (cont) 

 

Those boys blocked at every opportunity and copped 
some really hard kicks. Ouch! As A Concerned 
Mum........ I kept hopping/advising them to just 
DUCK! Sadly, protective head wear was not available 
on the day. Below is Exhibit A, an Arsenal F.C. player 
wearing what I'd like to call 'Mother's Choice'. 
 

It was a very exciting and high scoring 
game. Aksharan was fantastic and scored 
a wonderful hat-trick (not his FIRST). 
Somehow, it wasn't enough and we 
went down 7-4.  

 
This is the FIRST time we have scored so many goals 
and not won the match. Amazing. Maybe we just 
needed better head gear to deal with this team! 
Well done 11/7! 
 

12/4  vs  Granville       2-4 Loss 

We started under pressure, as Granville made an ear-
ly charge at goal but Michael expertly saved the shot. 
We worked the ball to the midfield, then gave away a 
throw in but Mukund won it back for us as he inter-
cepted their throw. Yash received the ball and ran 
down the right, crossed it in for Mukund to have a 
shot but it was just saved.  Granville controlled the 
attack for the next few minutes, but Michael made an 
excellent run out from goal to save us, then Dylan 
showed skilful control to win the ball and pass it to 
our midfield, then Aravind did the same soon after to 
save us again! It led to us being in good position, and 
Athavan took a power shot over the defence but their 
did well to save it. 

 
Two minutes later we were down by two, as they 
took advantage of a couple of fast breaks! That 
spurred us on, as Aryan, Yash, Mukund and Athavan 
combined their skill for us to attack for another shot. 
We continued as Chitvan made a great run, thinking 
ahead and getting in position to receive the throw in 
from Granville, they had no idea how he got their to 
get their ball! 
 
Dylan soon found himself outnumbered in defence, 
they would have scored but he timed his move to 
perfection and won it to clear it out for us. Kuvam 
followed his lead, as they tried his side but he was up 
to the challenge. The half ended with Michael making 
an awesome save again! 
 
Ricky started the second half with lever thinking, he 
saw what was coming in positioned himself perfectly 
to blunt their attack and pass to our mid. Aravind fol-
lowed suit and linked up with our attack, as Aryan 
made a move forward with awesome footwork and 
quick as anything Mukund scored our first with an 
awesome kick! 
 
Athavan nearly had another straight after kickoff, 
making an attacking run with his shot hitting the post! 
It was all us, as Yash and Chitvan combined to move 
the ball up again for Aryan to have a shot that was 
saved. However, just like in the first half, we let in 
two quick goals again! It may have been three, but 
Thomas backed up for some desperate defensive 
work straight after he made a fast break down the 
right side, awesome determination! 
 
Ricky saved us again with his running defence, timing 
it perfectly. Then Tarun showed his skill with a long 
run up around a heap of wannabe defenders! We 
worked the ball forward for another attack, with 
Mukund having another shot and winning the corner. 
Athavan took it, kicked it perfectly for Michael to 
head it in! 
 
Kuvam made an excellent save late in the game to 
block them out again and finish on a high! 
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Match Reports 
 

12/4  vs  Ermington       1-2 Loss 

We started off slow on our catchup game, the hard 
game the day before taking its toll as our guys were 
slow on their feet and not marking up in defence. The 
coach and I were worried, but luckily they came good 
after soaking up a lot of pressure early on. We held 
Ermington out, then found our rhythm and started 
attacking with Mukund running fast to intercept their 
pass and setting up Tarun to press up the left side. 
 
Drashy stopped their next attack at goal with ease as 
keeper, and kicked the ball perfectly to Aryan who 
made space to receive it and attack on the right hand 
side this time. Kuvam showed awesome control mid-
field to keep possession, backed up by Ricky who kept 
his cool under pressure from numerous opposition 
players. We couldn't pressure their goalie however, 
and they came back hard at us. 
 
Athavan displayed awesome determination in a hard 
ball contest to win it, and Dylan made an excellent 
run through traffic to clear the ball from the side of 
the box as they were setting up their next shot! We 
got the ball up, winning a corner. Athavan crossed it 
perfectly and Ricky was in the right position but just 
missed getting a tap on it into goal. Aryan had a shot 
just before half-time, it had power and went through 
their keepers hands but he slowed it enough, quickly 
regathering just before it crossed the line. 
 
We came back out on the attack, excellent passing 
game with Ricky, Aryan and Mukund combining to 
launch a shot that just went wide. They turned it 
around but Chitvan made an awesome save at the 
edge of the goal, reading the play superbly as they 
switched angles of their attack just before the shot. 
Ermington were on a roll, attacking again but Dylan 
and Kuvam combined to stop them getting through 
even though they were outnumbered. Michael then 
positioned himself perfectly to stop their corner and 
pass to Aravind, who controlled our attack up, and 
passed back to Michael as he followed creating the 
space.  
 

Mukund received it, worked his magic and Aryan was 
well positioned to receive and have a shot but it was 
saved! Drashy was then required in defence, skilful 
footwork at right back ensuring we took control. 
 
Ermington got a free kick soon after, it went over our 
defensive wall and Dylan knew what needed to be 
done as he charged through and launched himself in 
the air to kick it clear in the one motion to Michael. 
Yash received his pass and showed how dangerous he 
is with the ball attacking forward. Ermington then 
made a fast break, catching us out through the mid-
field and getting on the scoreboard. It spurred us on, 
with Aravind playing his best game yet, awesome ball 
control as he linked up with Drashy who attacked 
fast. Aryan took it, showed his perfect footwork 
around three defenders, passed to Mukund as their 
keeper rushed out, the shot rebounded off him and 
they just managed to clear it. We weren't having any 
luck at all! 
 
Aryan made another break, passed to Yash who's 
shot just kissed the side of the post as it went wide. 
They attacked from the goal kick, Tarun saw we were-
n't in position so he rushed to cover the gap and sure 
enough that's where the ball went but he got there 
just in time to win it, setting up Athavan shot but 
saved again! 
 
Ermington attacked again, first Chitvan saved a pow-
erful shot then Dylan hassled their attacker, slowing 
him down then clearing the ball forward. Drashy 
joined in, covering the right hand side with a great 
kick, it rebounded but he followed it up with a perfect 
header to start our next attack. Aryan, Michael and 
Mukund combined in an awesome move all the way 
up for Kuvam to have a shot but to no avail again as 
the game then ended. 
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Match Reports 
 

15/1  vs  Castle Hill Utd Blk    0-0 Draw 

We got our first taste of semi final football today 
even though the semis are 3 weeks away as we 
played a very determined Castle Hill Utd who needed 
to get a result to keep their semi final hopes alive.   
 
Our boys played well in patches but we couldn't get a 
roll on as CHU pressured us high up the park and we 
couldn't really play decent football.  It probably didn't 
help either team that a strong cross wind was going 
across the park making life difficult. 
 
So hard to assess this one, we weren't that good, I 
didn’t think CHU were either and we played out a 
stalemate in a game that never reached any great 
heights. 
 

 15/1  vs  Auburn FC 3-2 Win 

While yesterdays game was a pretty boring affair, to-
day more than made up for it as two pretty good 
sides played some pretty good football.   

Auburn FC came out firing and their midfield did 
dominate ours which meant we didn’t see a great 
deal of ball.  We went 0-1 down early to a great strike 
and then a nice set piece strike of our own got us the 
equaliser.  Two quality goals and not even 20 minutes 
gone. 

Once again we didn't pick up on midfielders tracking 
through and another poor bit of defending saw Au-
burn go up 2-1, once again though we pegged them 
back to go into the break 2-2. 

Second half and it could have been anyone’s game, 
we probably shaded them in chances created alt-
hough they were better than us in pushing the ball 
around and late in the game a through ball saw us get 
the winner.  Great game from both teams, may have 
just seen the Grand Final teams. 

 
17/2 Wht  vs  Merrylands    0-4 Loss 

On paper it was always going to be a tough game 
playing the top team, and in reality it was.  Merry-
lands have clearly been the best team in our comp 
while we have been searching for that elusive first 
victory.   
 
It was encouraging to have a full team plus two on 
the bench and we needed everyone because Josh Ak 
& Jordan & Archis & Sam were all carrying inju-
ries.  We were being stretched in all directions.  Mer-
rylands seemed to have extra players in the midfield 
and they provided plenty of opportunities for their 
strikers to work with.  It was a credit to our defenders 
that most of their shots were forced high and wide 
but when they were more accurate Jack snuffed out 
over a dozen shots on goal.  Jordan really launched 
himself into this game and attacked the ball with pas-
sion.  Another special mention goes to Cameron E for 
another full hearted performance in both attack and 
defence.   
 
At times we worked the ball upfield with some nice 
passing combinations but couldn’t sustain the pres-
sure.  In defence it was good to see us applying the 
squeeze to force turnovers and we did make Merry-
lands work hard for possession.  We were certainly 
not disgraced today – but it was a hard day at the 
office for the boys. 

 

 

17/2 Wht  vs  St Michaels      0-2 Loss 

A beautiful day to be watching soccer.  A bit tougher 
to be running around on a warm winter’s day with 
only 10 players against a top 2 team after backing up 
from an exhausting game the day before.  So the boys 
did well in the circumstances.  We leaked a couple of 
goals early on, but then held on grimly to deny St 
Michaels any more scoreboard action for the next 
hour. 
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Match Reports 
 

17/2 (cont)  

St Michaels had a heap of possession largely due to 
the fact our midfield was missing in action.  When 
stretched we often had 5 forwards and 5 defenders 
and Neville Nobody in between.  To be fair our mid-
fielders were worn out from filling too many gaps and 
understandably found it hard to keep turning around 
with the constant ebb and flo of the game.  Abela de-
livered another spirited performance, as did 
Parth.  Jack saved about 20 goals as usual.  Sam & 
Chris were very busy in defence.  Lavan popped up in 
lots of places and had the odd shot at goal.  At times 
Ryan produced some beautiful tackles to capture the 
ball to advantage.  Cameron E was dynamic and re-
lentless as usual.  Cameron Ak battled hard to offload 
despite the hungry St Michaels sharks in the middle 
of the ground.  Steve had limited chances but was 
shut down very quickly. 
 
The results are familiar, but we make teams work 
hard for their points and we still seem to be having 
fun, so it’s all okay. 
 

17/2  vs  Kellyville     0-2 Loss 

We played some good soccer today and deserved to 
go closer in this game.  We did miss a couple of key 
players but everyone stepped up to the chal-
lenge.  The 2 goals were both lucky and came late in 
the first half to take some wind out of our sails.  Apart 
from that, we showed some surprising skills around 
the ball to maintain possession and get away a good 
pass.  Josh Ak showed off his twinkle toes and broke 
tackles at will, Ryan made some excellent tackles and 
timely passes, and Cameron Ak tussled hard despite 
plenty of Kellyville attention.  It was wonderful to see 
crisp passes delivered exactly in front of our advanc-
ing midfielders - it’s the way the game should be 
played.  Parth was hugely committed as usual.  Cam-
eron E was an inspiration with his tireless sprinted up 
and down the park.   

 
More than once we drilled the ball into opposition 
territory and then realised that he was the one who 
needed to be on the end of it, so he just switched on 
the afterburners to chase it down.   
 
Our defence was solid.  Up front we only had a few 
chances but they usually sailed over the crossbar.  A 
good effort today and a good build up to our season 
finale next week. 

 
O45/1  vs  Kellyville      3-3  Draw 

The weather was warm and sunny with a little wind 
for the Mighty 45’s appearance at Bernie Mullane No. 
2.  We even had an official referee this week and sev-
eral subs.  Turn’s and the Marquee’s supporters had 
set their GPS’s and were there in numbers to see 
their heroes perform.  Fortunately, today in spite of 
gifting them two goals, we fought well and scored 
three top goals of our own.  The King, Molly and Turn 
were on the score sheet with the Marquee again 
keeping the bench warm much to the disappointment 
of his supporters (a couple of joggers and their dogs). 
 
The Governor won the toss again and we run with the 
win as they kicked off.  The Marquee, Turn, Shawky, 
Hammo (with Carbon on his way) on the bench and 
the referee blew his whistle and we were off and run-
ning and they had much of the play in the initial stag-
es with the Mighty 45’s defending well.  Molly earns 
some early points towards the stuff up shirt when he 
kicked the ball out trying to put a pass up the line in-
stead of passing to the Governor who was free and in 
a better position.   
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The defence silly mistake and gifted the ball to their 
number 9 running through for a one on one with the 
Mullet.  He scores and they were 1-0 up early.  Perry, 
the Governor and Molly were defending well with the 
usual occasional pass to the opposition.   
 
Toey and the Maestro were at their usual best and 
the forwards were getting some good through balls 
although they didn’t do much with them.  Empty was 
working hard and complaining as always about being 
hit, pushed or clipped.  The Hobo was having some 
good runs and using his speed on the wing getting 
over some good crosses. 
 
We were defending well and playing as a team; we 
had penetration up front and we were attacking well 
and it wasn’t too long before the King notices their 
keeper off his line and he hits a beauty from distance 
which sails over his head and into the goal.  1-1 and 
we celebrate – must be the King’s new boots – funny 
enough the Marquee even mentioned it before the 
game started. 
 
Toey and the King both beat players and then 
promptly passed to the opposition.  The Marquee 
was yelling to his charges to mark up and get back 
into position but the legs and lungs found it difficult 
for some.  Molly was playing well but had a habit of 
wandering out of position too leaving us exposed on 
the left to much.  Perry defended well but also lost his 
way a couple of times and was marking a team mate!  
Then it happened again a simple mistake – the Mullet 
let a basic regulation catch go through his hands and 
into the back of the net.  He was distraught at his 
howler but with encouragement from his team mates 
we plodded on.  The Hobo comes off and Hammo 
enters the fray.  We are missing Taxi’s vision and skills 
today. 
 
 

 
The King was demonstrating his skills and beating 
players at ease however all too often the final pass 
went to them.  Turn, was on fire and turning and 
weaving to the excitement of his supporters perform-
ing like a man 30 years younger and showing his 
younger team mates how to do it.  The Spiderman, as 
usual, was all over the field roving to where he 
thought he might get the ball or make a nuisance of 
himself and defend as if his life depended on it.  Emp-
ty continued to confuse the opposition as he often 
was hidden by his teammates and they never knew 
where he was coming from.   The Maestro was his 
usual solid self and set up many through balls to his 
team mates.  Anthony was working hard up front but 
we weren’t using the wind advantage enough. 
 
Half time comes and the Mighty 45’s walk off for 
some water and to recharge the batteries.  We need 
to talk more and let our team mates now when some-
one is about to tackle them.  The only voices heard in 
the first half, besides the Marquee’s from the bench 
were Molly, Perry and the Governor. 
 
Carbon gets hurt with in a head clash whilst going for 
a ball with an opposition player.  He comes off bleed-
ing from a head wound.  Nothing like taking one for 
the team Carbon!  The Marquee gets his trusty First 
Aid Kit and with a large bandage we soak up some 
blood and Debbie Sutcliffe, Carl Hobbs and Kelli Sim-
mons assist with tapping the bandage around Car-
bon’s head with electrical tape from the Governor’s 
bag.  Debbie rushes him off for medical attention 
which we later find out requires five stiches. 
 
The second half starts with the Governor telling eve-
ryone to have some fun in their last game.  Toey pass-
es to the opposition and the Spiderman takes a tum-
ble.  The Maestro is playing well and the Hobo is us-
ing his speed to perfection leaving players in his 
wake.  Shawky is making some good runs, heading 
well and defending like his life depended on it.  The 
King comes off and the cheers go up as the crowd 
think the Marquee is taking the field but it isn’t so as 
the Hobo rushes back on and immediately has an im-
pact as he confuses the opposition with ducking to 
avoid balls and running into vacant spaces.   
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They have a shot and we are communicating much 
better.  Turn is holding the ball up well as is Anthony.  
We are trying hard but little is working for us.  A great 
ball from Shawky to Empty who puts over a great 
cross which was too good for a diving Turn to connect 
with.  Toey gets the ball back into the penalty area 
and Turn goes down but no penalty given from the 
referee.  Then another touch of genius as Molly has a 
shot from out wide on the left from distance and it 
sails in.  Another classic goal as we equalise and it’s 2-
2.  Perry goes off with a quad. Injury; very painful. 
 
A great save from the Mullet from point blank range.  
Toey handles the ball and gives away a free kick.  
Nothing comes of it fortunately.  Shawky gives away a 
silly foul and the Governor and their Irish striker have 
a push and shove - handbags at 20 paces.  The ball 
comes over and the Governor soon puts him straight 
by winning the ball and holding him off.  Governor 1 
Kellyville striker 0!    The again we get unlucky as we 
think we have the defence holding solid; a lucky shot 
squeezes through the smallest of gaps and into the 
goal on near post.  3-2 to Kellyville and all to play for. 
 
We press forward determined to go down fighting.  A 
great run up the left from the Hobo who puts a top 
ball to Turn and it’s clinically slotted home from the 
Celtic wizard.  3-3 with only minutes to go.  Even Tap-
py who has come to watch is getting excited. 
 
The Maestro puts through a precision ball to Turn as 
the Celtic wizard does what he does best – hold the 
ball up for a team mate running through.  He lays off 
a great ball only for Toey to just fail to get it.   
 
A difficult decision in for the Stuff Up Shirt this week – 
there were so many contenders.  On a count back it 
was awarded to the Governor for his grand effort in 
helping them to score a goal. 
 
 

 
 
The Marquee’s man of the match was Turn who again 
put in an excellent performance with his skills on dis-
play for all to see – he had a blinder and scored an 
excellent goal towards the end of the match.  A well-
deserved second was the Molly and the King for their 
excellent goals of quality – in fact all of our goals 
were quality today. 
 
Thanks to our loyal supports who were out in force 
today.  Their support all year has been much appreci-
ated.   
 
Good points: 
 

 We won the toss 

 We played well for nearly 80 minutes. 

 We won the second half 

 Three quality goals 

 We laid the ball off well. 

 We played to feet. 

 We defended well all game. 

 Top team spirit. 

 Some top one liners. 

 The cold Corona’s and lemons after the game. 
 
Bad points: 
 

 A lack of a main striker. 

 The Marquee doesn’t make the park yet again 
but it doesn’t matter. 

 Carbon’s injury 

 No Taxi. 
 

Coming up is our Round 15 Catch-up game against 
Winston Hills at The Masonic Schools Field No. 1 on 
Wednesday Night 5th August, 2015 with the Kick Off 
at 7.30 pm under light.  Let us see if we can knock 
them off and remove the smug smiles from their fac-
es.  Next week’s game (Round 17) is at the Theatre of 
Dreams - Binalong Park No. 3 against North Rocks 
Black with the kick off at 3.00 pm. 
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Turn - Man of the match 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Governor  -  Stuff Up Shirt 

 
45/1  vs   Castle Hill Utd      3-2 Win 

 

 
Nothing much to report as the Marquee wasn’t there 
– unfortunately he was on family business. 
 
We played well and won 3-2.  A hat trick to Taxi who 
returned with all guns blazing after missing yester-
day’s Round 16 game against Kellyville.  He scored 
two penalties and another to give us the win. 
 
Good points: 
 

 We won the game. 
 Taxi scored three. 
 An injured Perry back up as keeper with lots of 
 strapping. 
 
Bad points: 
 
The Marquee wasn’t there to cheer the team on. 

 
 

Coming up is our Round 15 Catch-up game against 
Winston Hills at The Masonic Schools Field No. 1 on 
Wednesday Night 5th August, 2015 with the Kick Off 
at 7.30 pm under light.  Let us see if we can knock 
them off and remove the smug smiles from their fac-
es.  Next week’s game (Round 17) is at the Theatre of 
Dreams - Binalong Park No. 3 against North Rocks 
Black with the kick off at 3.00 pm. 

 
 
The Marquee – Football Coordinator 
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45/1 vs  Winston Hills     2-0 Win 
 

On a very cold night the Mighty 45’s travelled out to 
the Masonic Schools Field No. 1 to play our home 
catch-up game against Winston Hills.  We had 17 
players available with only the Doc away however we 
have a couple of walking wounded (Perry and the Spi-
derman) sitting out.  The Marquee was back and 
ready to start but he was only to play a small part 
tonight - trying to be a late interchange only to be 
told by the referee that there was no time left. 
 
The Governor won the toss and Winston Hills kicked 
off.  From the start we dominated play spending a 
great deal of time in their half but try as we may we 
had left our shooting boots at home.  Empty shoots 
from distance and it is way off target.  Taxi sends a 
great ball to Empty but his first touch was crap and 
the ball goes to far.  Another great ball from taxi to 
Empty and he is through with a one on one with their 
keeper; unfortunately he hits his shot straight at him.  
Another chance goes wanting.   
 
The Mullet saves well from a rare attempt by Winston 
Hills on our goal.  Toey passes to the opposition and 
we are missing so many opportunities.  We should be 
3 or 4 nil up by now.  Empty has another one on one 
with their keeper and again hits it straight at him; he 
had time to dribble it around him?  It is just as well 
that we haven’t instigated the fine system this year as 
Empty would owe heaps this season. 

 
Molly is having a shocker and on many occasions is 
giving the ball away to the opposition but fortunately 
they didn’t do much with it and we got it back quick-
ly.  Another great Taxi cross comes over and Turn 
throws himself at it but fails to make contact with his 
diving header.  Taxi performs a magic turn and shoots 
on target but unfortunately again straight into their 
keeper’s arms.  We are having no luck at all tonight.  
The Maestro was his usual solid self and set up many 
through balls to his teammates.   Unfortunately he 
now has a Hamstring strain and is unlikely for Satur-
day’s game.  
 
Half time comes and we have a good team talk to im-
prove our passing and communication during the 
game.  The second half starts with our kick off.  The 
King takes a tumble and gets hit in the head.  The 
magic water comes on and he is up and raring to go 
again.  Not long after and the King puts a great shot 
on target past a hapless keeper for a deserved goal to 
the Mighty 45’s. 
 
A good hassle by Anthony as he wins the ball and his 
efforts nearly set up another goal.  He is chasing well 
and never giving up.  A Winston Hills defender han-
dles the ball in their penalty area but the referee ig-
nores it?  The Hobo misses a sitter.  Turn runs 
through their defence and scores however the young 
assistant referee gives a dubious offside and the goal 
is disallowed.  It was very frustrating as he was clearly 
onside.  Winston Hills right full back is tackling hard 
and often recklessly; he is also often holding our play-
ers back.  He finally gets a caution for his efforts.  Taxi 
misses again with a great shot; he is so frustrated as 
every thing he is trying is coming to nothing. 
 
We are playing very well and deserve more goals but 
we are having no luck.  We get two corners in a row 
and Empty gets knocked over just outside their penal-
ty area.  The game is nearly over and the Marquee is 
trying to be substituted for Turn.  Unfortunately the 
referee yells no more time and the Marquee has to 
come off and Turn stay on.  This time wasting and 
delaying tactic seemed to work as Taxi stepped up to 
take the free kick and calmly put it in the back of the 
Winston Hills net.   
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A deserving result for the little master as he gave it 
110% all game.  2-0 to the Mighty 45’s as the final 
whistle goes. 
 
Good points: 

 We won the toss. 

 We played well for most of the game. 

 Carbon plays with his stiches on display. 

 We were on top all night in spite of a few passes 
to the opposition. 

 We played to feet. 

 We defended well all game. 

 Top team spirit. 

 Two top goals again. 

 The King scores a beauty again. 

 Taxi gets rewarded with a goal scoring top free 
kick in the last seconds of the game. 

 We won the game well  

 The Marquee’s time wasting tactics in the last 
few seconds. 

 
Bad points: 

 Perry and Spider were injured. 

 We failed to put away many chances. 

 Two one on ones missed by Empty. 

 Turn’s disallowed goal that definitely wasn’t off-
side. 

 The cold night. 

 The Marquee wasn’t able to kick a ball even 
though he was on the field for a few seconds. 

 
The Marquee’s man of the match was Taxi who never 
gave up all night and was finally rewarded with a goal 
at the end of the game.  His frustration drove him on.  
Coming in second was Toey who played well all night.  
Third was the King for another from distance goal and 
good general play. Coming up this Saturday 8th Au-
gust, 2015 is Round 17 ‘s game against North Rocks 
Black at the Theatre of Dreams - Binalong Park No. 3 
with the kick off at 3.00 pm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An injured Carbon 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Taxi—Man of the match 
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The Marquee’s pre-game instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taxi Scores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Marquee 

“OK I want a nice open pattern and shape – The King and the Hobo making runs down the flanks, 

Taxi, the Maestro, Turn and Toey drawing in their defenders.  While all this is going on, Anthony and 

Shawky will run around kicking anybody you don’t recognise”. 
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U14-U19G or whatever vs Kellyville 
 
The last time we played this team they beat us 19-
0.  They have scored over 100 goals and had only 
2 goals scored against them so far this season so we 
were pretty happy to only concede 11 and to 
score a goal against them. 
 
It was always going to be tough, having the bare 11 
players against a very good side with 3 on the bench. 
Our girls played their hearts out and although it was a 
warm day with no subs, they never stopped trying. 
 
Our defence had a very busy afternoon and pulled off 
some great tackles with a few of our girls showing 
some battle scars. 
 
All in all, a much improved game by our girls against a 
very good side. 
 

 
O35/1Ladies  vs Toongabbie  0-0 Draw 

 
Having beaten Toongabbie 4-1 in a catch up game 
only a few days earlier I think we were expecting 
to have any easy night.  It definitely wasn't one of our 
best performances and we didn't settle into 
the game the way we would have liked.  We had our 
chances but just couldn't find the back of the 
net which was very frustrating but they also had 
many chances and our defence did a good job holding 
them out.   
 
A little disappointing as a win against Toongabbie and 
a win next week in the final round would make us 
minor premiers, but now we need a win and another 
result to go our way to finish top of the ladder.  I 
know that the ladies will be looking forward to next 
week and finish off the regular season strongly. 

 

Ladies Premier League 
 vs Rydalmere   10-1  Win 

 
Turned up on a freezing night to 11 players which has 
been a bit of a luxury this season and probably played 
the best football we have played all season.  Some 
great passing movements and some well worked 
goals with a lot less emphasise on beat them individu-
ally.   
 
It took a while to get the first one and it was only 2-0 
at half time but as we had been passing it around 
quite well our fresher legs showed in the second half 
and with much better finishing than the first we won 
fairly easy in the end. 
 
 

 vs Kellyville     9-0  Win 
 
Back to Fraeme Park, which is a massive field and we 
played it a bit smarter than we did last time.  Learning 
from the weekend we played a much more controlled 
passing game and even though we started with only 8 
players we got two goals up pretty early.  Once the 
girls started to get there (we even had a reserve be-
fore half time) we settled in to a pretty good perfor-
mance. 
 
Some nice team goals and a few individual ones as 
well meant a pretty easy victory against Kellyville—it 
was typical Pendle Hill really ;) 
 

vs Dundas    5-1  Win 
 
Another mid week catch up and this time we didn't 
fare so well with numbers, once again we started 
with 8 and with one more turning up at half time 
making it 9 for the game and it was not an easy game 
against a pretty good Dundas.  Think we created the 
same amount of chances we were just a lot more clin-
ical in front of goal. 
 
Greystanes next week and then the serious stuff 
starts. 
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The monstrosity that is my Fathers car 

 

Are we there yet?  Are we there yet?  Are we there yet?  Are we there yet?  A common ask in my Dad’s car 

but its not about where we are going, its about how long til the season finishes. 

 

It has come to the attention of my family that during soccer season we practically (though quite impractically) 

have one and a half cars. This isn’t because we have a ute, or because one of us drives a truck, this is simply 

because its soccer season. Which means dads car is full of shit. Its sweaty, its stinky and its an absolute 

mess—so much so that I have decided to address the issue in this weeks cookies corner in hopes that I’m not 

alone in this car crisis.  

 

It begins small. A kit bag here, a spare water bottle there. No big deal. Then a few cones get chucked in for a 

training session. I can handle that. Add a bag of 10 size 5 soccer balls. You’re pushing it. 6 drinks racks even 

though no one in our team even remembers to bring a water bottle. And water bottles, who knew there was 

so many different brands. I could count 20 half or part water bottles in my Dad’s car at any one time. Okay. 

Here’s a folder full of ID cards and team sheets that are going to live here now so we don’t forget them. For 

good measure, we’ve also got Ronaldo chillin’ in a bag. Here’s another kit bag full of sweaty bibs that the un-

der 15’s use at training that probably won’t get washed til the following season. Lovely. Also maybe just a 

spare bag with a few pairs of shin pads and socks and boots in case anyone forgets theirs (this one is surpris-

ingly useful in my premier league ladies team). Also there’s a smaller bag within that bag with a whistle and 

cards in case we don’t have a ref.  We are prepared. But we are also very, very uncomfortable when we go 

anywhere. 

 

I hope you’re all keeping in mind, as you’re reading this article, that dads car isn't you average Camry. It’s a 

Captiva. A car that is supposed to fit not 2, not 5 but 7 people. A car that is advertised to be one of the most 

spacious on the market. But right now? We could probably, if we tried, fit one and a half people. So its lucky 

my brother hasn’t grown any taller yet.   

 

Shockingly, the space isn’t the real issue. As much as I love to travel in style, I can compromise on space. Be-

ing 5 foot 9 and having friends who are broke university students like myself, I’m used travelling in the back of 

a hatch beside a cask of wine. Squishing up along side a bag of soccer balls and drinks racks shouldn't be an 

issue, right? And it isn’t. If it weren't for the smell. Begin by imagining the smell of shin pads after a long game 

in the rain with no subs. Now lace that with the smell of 15 year old boys used training bibs, a smelly 15 year 

old boy himself and dirt covered boots. On top of that, imagine it poorly masked with the smell of vanilla 

musk air freshener.  That is the struggle I face every time I try to get in the car.  

 

Only one week to go then it’s off season, a time when I can fit a friend 

maybe in our possible 7 seater car, that’s if he cleans it this offseason!!  

In short, I am thankful that this year, my sister finally bought a car. And 

it smells great. That’s just the way the cookie crumbles.  

 


